Particularly drawing on the theory of Jacques Attali and Horkheimer and Adorno, this article considers popular music in Pynchon's novels as more than simply a 'soundtrack' to the plot. Much attention has been paid to Pynchon's original songs, but not to the manner of their dissemination; therefore, this article examines the role of the popular musician in the production of consumer culture, focusing on McClintic Sphere (V.), The Paranoids (Lot 49), and Billy Barf and the Vomitones (Vineland). Pynchon depicts a modern 'culture industry' in which recording artists, voluntarily or not, ape their forbears, but in which the idea that live performance is liberating whereas recording is constraining, is problematized. The article explores Sphere's struggles to become successful in the face of live audiences that constantly compare him to Charlie Parker rather than assessing his music on its own merits, and the twin inspirational and coercive 'moulding' forces he experiences during the recording process that represents the only chance for musicians to disseminate their music widely and find a properly appreciative public. Similarly, the disjunction between the Paranoids' deviant lyrics and behaviour, and their thoroughly generic sub-Beatles musical texture, which adheres to the tropes of recorded music (one song 'fades out' even when played live!) is discussed; they too are caught in an excluded middle between transgression and conformity, as are the Vomitones, who in one live performance suppress their rebellious 'punk' aesthetic when they gain employment performing Italian ballads at a Mafia wedding. Ultimately this article argues that popular music is equally moulded by live audiences and by recording bosses and that its absorption into networks of capital is inevitable, so musicians, given the chance, may as well 'sell out', and hope to balance commercial success with at least a modicum of creative control.
To describe them thus is to be too dismissive, however.
The words to these ditties may be invariably more zany than those found in our own, less Pynchonian world, but they can provide an enlightening window onto the depiction of consumer culture within the skewed reality of Pynchon's novels, particularly when we consider so-called popular music, which is a type of music that is central to Pynchon's vision of capitalist society and its processes of commercialization and commodification. This article will consider three significant musical acts from Pynchon's corpus; McClintic Sphere in V., The Paranoids in The Crying of Lot 49 , and Billy Barf and the Vomitones in Vineland. An appraisal of their music, their lyrics, their relationships with their audience and their relationships with recording technology, will demonstrate that while Pynchon depicts a matrix of musical writing and musical production that is much more diverse and complex than the most frequently-cited critiques of the so-called 'Culture Industry', the absorption of music, no matter how innovative or countercultural it may appear to be, into networks of capital and consumer culture is inevitable.
'unwelcome doping partner' (GR, p. 843) Gustav Schlabone argue about Beethoven. Their value judgements -the composer is presented alternately as 'one of the architects of musical freedom' (GR, p. 522) and a composer of music for 'going out and invading Poland' (GR, p. 523) -demonstrate not only that Pynchon's fiction is suffused with music and musical allusions, but that music itself is not a value-neutral aesthetic form. Complex and often divergent meanings can be attributed to it, and while Pynchon explores this dynamic in regard to classical music such as that of Beethoven, music of the popular variety is an equally important theme in novels like V., The Crying of Lot 49, and Vineland. Furthermore, not only is the philosophical and aesthetic value of popular music important to Pynchon, but its examination, particularly with respect to the degree of control that performers have over their music and how it is received, reacted to, and commodified, is a significant concern of many critics and philosophers. On the other hand, we should not view the tendency of the culture industry and its consumers to see performers in terms of 'moulds' and past 'icons' as necessarily coercive; there are those who willingly imitate their forebears in an attempt to fit the mould, and to achieve commercial success. This sense of ambivalence crops up in Attali's writing on music; for him, 'the music of today stands both as a promise of a new, liberating mode of production, and as the menace of a dystopian possibility which is that mode of production's baleful mirror image. ' 36 Just as the Paranoids are caught between their countercultural instincts and the desire to engage in the recording industry that promises to disseminate their music into the sphere although Sphere is seen as a copy of Bird by his uncomprehending V-Note audience, making a record represents an opportunity to find a new, properly appreciative, public, and even if his music is still perceived as derivative of Parker, at least it has been disseminated and earned him some money. In fact, the studio even inspires him musically. Economically, Sphere knows that 'electricity [...] was helping him reach a bigger audience, some digging, some who would never dig, but all paying and those royalties keeping the Triumph on gas and McClintic in J. Press suits' (V, p. 292), but in addition, while in the studio, 'a two-triode circuit' (V, p. 293) leads him to write 'Set/Reset' (V, p. 293), which becomes 'a signature for the group' (V, p. 293).
However, this inspiration is somewhat minimal. The Paranoids' music is derivative, while their lyrics are countercultural; Sphere is the opposite. Pynchon tells us that he is 'no lyricist' (V, p. 293), and the text of 'Set/Reset' consists of 'nonsense words' (V, p. 293) and the same African-American dialect -'Gwine cross de Jordan' (V, p. 293) -that he earlier 'reclaims' in order to internally mock the 'white Ivy League ass' (V, p. 281) who patronizes him. Attali writes that when it is disseminated via radio and recording, 'music escapes from musicians', 42 and the chances that a mostly white buying public would take this patois as a subversive reclamation, rather than receiving it at face value, are remote. This shows us that recording may not be the boon it appears, and any benefits must be weighed against various constraints, happily accepted or otherwise. In common with all amplified musical groups, the Paranoids are dependent on finding 'outlets [...] to plug into' (Lot 49, p. 37), but it is more than that; as a band whose aim is commercial success, their songs are written for the studio, and thus cannot but be performed as such even in a live, non-studio setting. Pynchon depicts for us a performance of the song 'Serenade' with its 'shuddering deluge of thick guitar chords' (Lot 49, p. 25), and his transcription of the lyrics ends with the word 'Fade-out' (Lot 49, p. 26) in parentheses. This diminuendo al niente (which is rarely, if ever, used in rock concerts) shows how the Paranoids, even playing live, feel compelled to adhere to tropes associated with recorded music, just as Zuñiga's meddling with the Corvairs -'surfers ain' spoze to be playín like that' (Vineland, p. 312) -demonstrates how the recording process can more coercively alter a band's sound.
Furthermore, even bands that eschew the matrices of recording and consumer culture can end up with their integrity and sound compromised, when they perform live. A paying audience -such as the Thanatoids, who demand 'an all-night rallentando' (Vineland, p. 225) from Van Meter's band -can dictate the make-up of a live set. In Vineland, the Vomitones play a Mafia wedding in the guise of 'Gino Baglione and the Paisans' (Vineland, p. 94), appearing in 'snappy mint-coloured matching suits of Continental cut, [with] gold jewellery and glue-on moustaches' (Vineland, p. 94). The inauthenticity of their dress -we must remember that in the 'punk' aesthetic, 'the only acceptable function of fashion was the overthrow (for all time) of the very metaphysics of fashion' 43 45 there were a handful of punk bands on both sides of the Atlantic that used synthesizers and horns, but it seems that Pynchon has chosen to mention these instruments because they are more commonly associated with the sort of music Wayvone demands than with punk. The band still affects a rebellious 'punk' ethos, but the edgy stage names, when juxtaposed with the unusual instruments, dramatize the tension between youth rebellion and the demands of the paying audience. In terms of both image and music, they have put themselves at the service of a violent über-Italian gangster culture -in which songs like 'Floozy with an Uzi' (Vineland, p. 104) are met with 'wild applause' (Vineland, p. 105) -rather than their usual DIY punk aesthetic 'flushed with ideologies of authenticity and creativity'.
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It seems unlikely that the Vomitones play for the Mafioso Wayvone in an attempt to shock, as did the punk artists of the 70s who appropriated Nazi iconography; with his cry of 'We got the gig! We got it! Awesome! I can't believe it!' (Vineland, p. 20), Isaiah seems pathetically grateful for the chance to earn money, 47 and to disseminate his band's music. Although one could argue that lack of commercial success makes the group indiscriminate in its choice of patrons, this is 'selling out' just as much as is embracing radio and consumer culture. The mafia is as much a business as any recording conglomerate; as Martin Short states, 'its actions are not impulsive but rather the result of intricate conspiracies, carried on over many years and aimed at gaining control over whole fields of activity in order to amass huge profits.' 48 The difference between this association with 'Ralph Wayvone Enterprises' (Vineland, p. 93) and Sphere's association with the studio is that Sphere has a chance to become acclaimed, because he fully engages with commercial recording, whereas being 'the house band' (Vineland, p. 104) in a mafia club won't make a group successful.
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What will make a group successful is dissemination of its music via commercial radio, which is what Sphere aims at. Nevertheless, we can perceive certain adverse effects of this medium, which is depicted as transmitting 'the fraudulent dream of teenage appetites' (Lot 49, p. 9), is able to seduce jazz legends such as Herb Alpert into performing 'the subhip syncopation...of Ohio Express's "Yummy Yummy Yummy"', 50 52 should be treated with extreme caution in the light of the later novel, in which the same figure is a 'music-business biggie' (Vineland, p. 307). The former LSD-influenced mind-explorer now practises 'dedication to the Natch' (Vineland, p. 311), and is part of the culture industry. 'Indolent Records' (Vineland, p. 307), with its reputation for 'its unusual choices of artists and repertoires' (Vineland, p. 309), is a more successful version of Roony Winsome's concern in V., and demonstrates how all genres and styles of music are inevitably commodified in late capitalism, and sold for radio transmission. For the ordinary consumer in modernity, music of any genre truly is 'just another way to claim our attention' (Vineland, p. 314), and as the experience of the Vomitones shows, even without dissemination via recording, the absorption of music into networks of capital and consumer culture cannot be prevented. In the end, this may be less of a worry for performers than for consumers. Adorno writes, 'Individuals of the rhythmically obedient type are mainly found among the youththe so-called radio generation. They are most susceptible to a process of masochistic adjustment to authoritarian collectivism.' 53 For performers, however, considering Attali's assertion that 'Janis Joplin, Bob Dylan, and Jimi Hendrix say more about the liberatory dream of the 1960s than any theory of crisis', 54 participation in commercial consumer culture may, if forces of 'moulding' can be traversed, lead to immortality through commercial success, albeit only for a select few. This is a best-case scenario, but even if Sphere, The Paranoids and The Vomitones do not rise to the level of Joplin, Dylan or Hendrix, a type of culture industry, while less totalizing and homogenizing than the version conceived by Horkheimer and Adorno, colours all of popular music in Pynchon's novels. If the popular musician is unable to perform without their sound being misunderstood or moulded by niche audiences, mass audiences and recording executives alike, then 'selling out' may, Pynchon disturbingly implies, be the least worst option.
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